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point and, especially for helical gears, on the average length of
line of contact For the calculation of the Hertzian pressure, PII'
the meshing of two gear teeth can be represented by an analog
model of the meshing of two cylinders, under normal load.
Important parameters are the radii of curvature for pinion and
gear along the length of path of contact and the values of load
and pitch line velocity. Characteristic data of material and lubri-
cant have to be introduced. For helical gears. normal unit load is
related to minimum total length of line of contact at the appro-
priate diameter. Figure I gives some basic data for two special
test gear pairs. The profile of both gear pair, in trail verse plane
is equal. For the given gear size. a tran mis ion ratio of approx-
imately one leads to a maximum relative radius of curvature in
the pitch point C. Both gear pairs have the same face width. The
overlap ratio of the helical gear pair is 1.0 for minimizing exci-
ration. As far as the standardized contact stre s number aM)
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Introduction
Compared to nan-hear-treated components. case-carbunzed

gears are characterized by a modified! strength profile in the
case-hardened layer: The design of case-carberized gears is
based on defined allowable stress numbers. These allowable
stress numbers are valid only for a defined "optimum" case
depth. Adequate heat treatment and optimum case depth guar-
antee maximum strength oftooth flank and tooth root Variable
case depths can lead to a decrease in load capacity. For some
applications, includinglarge gears with mall modules, maxi-
mum load capacity for thetooth flank often cannot be used.
Therefore, the optimum case depth is not required. A smaller
case depth CaII meet the load capacity requirement for the actu-
al application without reaching the maximum load capacity and
can thereby decrease di tortion by hardening and reduce the
need. for grinding.

For case-carburized gears with adequate case depth. it is gen-
erally accepted that pitlingcracks are initiated at the surface.
where topography of surface and lubricating conditions are
important. parameters. However on crack propagation, the tre
field of the subsurface region also has an important influence.
Furthermore. under special condition. cracks al 0 can initiate
below the surface. The variable stress gradient over depth
require a. corresponding gradient. of trength. So, to determine
all adequate case depth. that will ensure pitting resistance. it is
essential to Imow the stre s field induced byloadi,ng of the tooth
flank at the surface, as well as over depth below the surface for
all points 011 the line of contact.

Baed all theoretical work and expen mental test results. it is
planned to introduce an addition to the ssanderdlzed gear rating
according to [SO/DIN (Ref. 2). in which the influence of ca e
depth all load capacity is taken into consideration.

As a gear's tooth flank and tooth root cannot be loaded inde-
pendently from each other, it can be shown that the simple
empirical method-e-case depth proportional to module-takes
the basic principle of the rolling/sliding contact for tooth flank
and of a bending beam for tooth rOOI. into good consideration for
a wide range 0'[ standard! gears.

Tile Loa.ded Toot.h .Flan'k-Some Basic Principles of
Contact SU'esses

Base model of lille contact. [II tandardized rating of gears
according 10 [SOfDIN. computation of pitting resistance is
based on the nominal value of Hertzian pressure at the pitch

u= lizl = 25/24
8=200 mm
ms= 8.0 mm
b::'53.9 mm
Ea = 1.50

Tl " 6,990 N -m; V," 30.8 m/s; nl = 3,000 rpm
Spur gear (,8" 0,'1: olfJ = 1.503. Nfmm2

Z8" 1.015; Zo:: 1.009
olfJ =1,225 N/mm2
18:: 1.00; Zo:: 1.00

Helical gear (fJ = 25°1:
[<p=1.01

FiguJ1e'1--'C'omparison 'of a helical and spur gear pair witb the, same
profile lin transV'e~se,planB. .
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Figure 2.-Relative radius of curvatur,ePfl5'and Hertzian pressure PH
over the line of contact.
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Figure 3--Held 01shear stress over depth for the lowest point of
single, tooth contact of spur pinion regarding 'elliptical fiertzian
Ipressure(a,),EHUIpressure(b). -
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Figure 4-Equivalent shear stresses <HmBX' T:(JSmBX and '['.«,overdepth
below surface.
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Figure 5-EquivaJenS shearskess over depth regarding: superim-
pos;ingresidual stresses.

according ~o DIN 3990 (Ref. 2) is concerned., Figure I shows

that the helical gear is obviously advantageous compared to the
geometrically equivalent spur gear. While the helical gear has a

constant total length of line of contact, the contact length of the
spur gear is significantly characterized by the change of ingle-
to double-loath contact. Simplifying load di tributicn, Figure 2

shows the distribution of Hertzian pressure across the path of
contact A is the starting point of mesh atthe dedendum flank of

the pinion, In the area of small relative radius of curvature PF.rs

and high sliding velocity, the helical gear is loaded with higher
Hertzian pressure than the spur gear, The maximum value of

Hertzian pressure appears for the spur gear at the lowest point of
single tooth contact (point B). With the corresponding local
value of load and relative radius of curvature of each contact

point, the stress field for line contact can be calculated accord-
ing to the rules of contact mechanics.

Cantact loadarzd contact stresses. For the gear designer. the
maximum of the shear stress 1:H or orthogonal shear stress 1:0S

are two well-known values. Figure 3a shows, for the lowest

poim of single tooth contact of the spur pinion. the stress field
LHlpo over (material) depth regarding the indicated simple
Hertzian pressure. The graphical representation is dimension-

less with: po--max.imum Hertzian pressure in contact point, y-
distance below surface of contact. x--coordinate in contact band

or coordinate of time, bo-semi width of Hertzian contact band.
During teeth meshing, the elliptically distributed Hertzian pres-
sure moves along the length of path of contact Thu , the load

on each single element in the gear volume varies with lime. and
the direction of the shear stresses change as load passes

through one contact poiru (rotation by 1800 for one mesh),
Therefore, the z-coordinate can be regarded a. the lime-axis,

and consequently, Figure 3 illu trates the variable stress field
above time for the chosen contact point. Instead of the dry con-
tact model, actual gears are exposed to a tribological
rolling/sliding contact with local friction and varying tempera-
ture, Therefore, the normal load induce a tangential component
of load as wen as a thermal source at the surface, Tbe distribu-
don of tangential load can be assumed as proportional 10 tile di -
tribution of normal pressure, if the average coefficient of friction

Pm is simplified and assumed to be constant
For the distribution and value of thermally induced stress. the

speed conditions of meshing teeth are the most important influ-
ence parameters. The lubricant in the tooth contact also affects
the pressure distribution. Assuming elastohydrodynamic condi-

tion , the distribution of pres me, film thickness and film con-
dition across the width of the Hertzian contact band can be com-

puted, The di tribution of pre SUEeunder EHD conditions is pri-
marily influenced by local lubricant viscosity. Important pa-
rameter that have an influence on the vi cosily at the contact
point are value of load. oil temperature and the type of lubricant.
Figure 3b how the local overall loading for EHD contact and
the resulting field of shear stress Tf! for the given contact point
of the spur gear, It ]S obviou that friction and an increase in
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temperature modify the stress field (for the given gear geometry
and load) at and in the near urtaee-area in a significant way.

Addit.iomiUy. the EHD conditions increase the stress concentra-
tion in this area. On the other hand. it is evident that stresses in

a depth )'j> 0.5 • boare not modified and so values of !H are
equivalent to the well-known values of loading with pure

Hertzian pressure (maximum value of fH = 0.3 • PH in a depth 'vi
= 0.78 ., bo). The can ideration of frictional shear moves the

maximum tress in the direction of the end of the Hertzian con-

tact band.
An equivalent stre s criterion required for a loaded tooth

flank has to take into consideration the multiaxial and variable-
with-time stres late of a loaded tooth flank, where the maxi-

mum normaJ and hear sire se occur ill different depths below
the urface and, out of phase.

Eqrli,'alenl shear stresses. Maximum shear stress criterion
(tH) and orthogonal shear stre s criterion (Tos), which is pro-
portional to the von Mises equivalent stress, are two basic
equivalent stress criteria wen known by the gear designer.

Figure 4 illustrates for the given loading according to Figure 3b,

the values of maximum shear stre es fHma.r and fOSmlU and the
value of the effective shear stress <effover depth below surface.

By comparing different criteria. it 'COil be noted that THmax as

well as 1'0 "'aI are defined as vectors, taking into consideration
only the maximum shear stress in a specified plane at a defined
poinl in time, The direction of these tre vectors is variable

with time. According to the hear stress intensity method, t:~Ifis
defined as root-mean-square value of all maximum shear stress

values f,..~ in each plane (y.'tp) of analysis, Figure 4 points out
that for the given gear geometry and load, the profile of the three

equivalent stress values is similar. with a maximum value occur-
ring below the surface aad the depth and stress value being in
the arne order of magnitude.

Due to additional re idu.aJ tresses, the stres distribution

shown can be modified quite significantly. Residual stre ses are
induced by heat treatment and the grinding process. Assuming a

biaxial tress slate, the normal component of re idual stresses is
negligible at least in a near-surface region. Therefore. the nor-
mal component of re idual stresses will be assumed as zero for

the following computations.
When superimposing residual stresses, it has to be taken into

can lderation that re idual stres sesare more or less constant
over time, while stresses induced by external load are variable
over lime and therefore dynamic components. For the following

computations. a variation of the residual stre tate due to the
running of gears is not considered. TIle different lime profile of
load-induced stresse and residual Ire es can. be considered, if
the quasi-static re idual Ire component-for example,

r"ff.~is handled as a kind of mean tres . Then the equivalent
stresses (indicated by the ub cript a, as in <'0'.0) represent a
threshold value (2 • amplitude), for example: t.ff.a:::: feff- r~!f.ES'

where !rO' is the calculated hear tress inten ily induced by

external load and re iduaJ Ires e . and '['O'.ES i the equivalent
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iFigure 6-Hardness curve and residual stress prome for ,!tifferent
case-depth val'ues.
.....- ---,1 I near-surface area lv; < 0.1 • bo) is defined as "local near-surface

!"". stress," :r:~go(J(l' For the given loading, the values of T,g-rl.1 are
reduced by the residua] stresse . A decrease of the re idual stress

i value due 10 running of the gears re ults in an increa e of TrlFr1I.l'
Shear stress/strength gradient ./or ,different case depths .
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shear stress induced by residual sire ses only.

For the given example, Figure 5 illustrates the gradieru of the

equivalent shear stress values over depth considering the shown
residual stress state (axial and tangential components of PES)'
Value and distribution of the given residual stresses agree with

measurement in gears of thi size and adequate case depth. Wt is
obvious that, with consideration of residual sire es, the equiva-

lent stress levels decrease, in the example in a region y(<. 4 • bo,
compared to [he stress slate without regarding residual srre es,

For Yi > 4 • boo '[he value of the re idual stresses is small in this
case, so the influence on load-induced stresses decreases. The
different equivalent shear stress values are modified in different

ways. but one common effect. for all criteria is that the maximum

value is now to be found at or very near the surface.
Furthermore, it can be seen that after a minimum. the tress val-

ues increase again for a depth of Yi > 2.5 .' boo According to

Reference 4, the average value of equivalent shear tress in a

Modifying case depth varies the distance below surface where
residual . tresses influence the stress state. According to

Reference 6, a residual sires profile over depth can be calculat-

ed according to a standardized haedne curve. The equation are
based Oil test results. For example. Figure 6 illustrates the influ-

ence of variable case depths (El1t) Oil the gradient of strength
('rZli() and residual stress profile (uES) over depth, It is assumed

by simplification [hat the gradient of trength i equivalent. 10 the

gradient of hardness (HV) normal 'to the urface (t':ul = C • HV, c
= ] .0). Values of surface hardness and core hardness are con-

stant. AI. and in the near-surface region. the material strength is
reduced due to n tch effects from surface roughness. Figure 7
shows examples of '[he gradient of Trg.a over depth regarding the

different residual stress values for different case depths. It can be
seen that the stress gradient is modified over different distances

below the surface. Especially for a small value of case depth, a
econd peak value below the surface occurs, At a. greater dis-

tance below the surface. an increase in case depth leads to a
decrease in stress: while in the near-surface area, the sires tate

, is 110t decreased additionally. Figure 6 and 7 point out that the

I

Ii
By comparing local stress and local trength over the whole

profile. locations of critical tress/strength ratio can be found. In
Figure 8, stres and strength profile a.11C illustrated for the given

example with a case depth of 0.5 mm. Note Ihat this case depth
is smaller than recommended value in standards. I'n this case, it.
can be een that a ection of critical Ire sI trength ratio, with

thickness of the case-carburized layer and thu . the case depth

modjfy the trengjh profile as well as the stres profile over
depth significantly .

The variable stress gradient over depth requires a corre-
sponding gradient of trength,
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re peel to minimum safety. is found below 'the urface at the
'boundary of the case-core transition. hi the case-hardened layer

as well as at the surface, the tre Istrength ratio is not critical.

Figure 9' shows a comparison of stress and strength profile when
changing the case depth to 1.2 mm. It is illustrated that stress
and strength profile correspond in a much 'better way over the

depth. Maximum stress now occurs near the urface. At a greater
distance below the surface. the stress/strength ratio increa es,

out note that the absolute tress level ill these region" is mall.
However, localized material defect -for eif.ample, inclusions-
can lead 10 an increase in stress and initiate a crack below the
surface.

Effects of diJ/erelit case-depth values. It was demonstrated
that, with consideration of residual stresses, the stress gradient

as well as the strength profile over depth are modified with the
case-depth value. The depthbelow the surface of the maximum
, tress/strength ratio (minimum safety I depends on the correla-

tion of tress and trength profile. Adequate ca e depth leads to
a peak stress value and a critical stress/strength ratio at or just
near the surface -0 that puting will beinitiated in the e regions,

especially if the special conditions at the surface-for example,

notch effects due to surface roughness and decrease of residual
stresses due 10 running of gear -are taken into consideration,

These influences moclify surface stressesand urface strength.
Note that in the examples hown, the different influence on the
surface tresses were not taken into special can ideration.
Smaller values of case depth (or unfavorable residual stresses)

can lead to moving the peal: value of stre sl trength ratio a
greater distance below the surface. Thus. gear damage initiated
below the surface, especiajly in regions of critical local

stress/strength ratio, may occur. A decrease in loud capacity can
be imagined. Localized material defects in critically stressed
areas iacres e the ri k of damage. On the other hand. lower gear

loading can Fe lilt in lower required case depth.
Thus. for minimizing the risk of loath flank damage. espe-

cially in critical applications, not only condition at the urface
should be regarded. Also, stress and strength profile over depth

can be important parameters and should be analyzed by corn-
puting a local safety (slIess/strength ratio) over depth below the

contact Note that the value of the coefficient c for calculating
the material trength-rZU1 = c • HV wi~h c ;;;:I.O-is as. umed for
simpliflcarion and is not ba ed on te t results.

The demonstrated theoretical investigations are computed
with an c nY-based program ystem called ROSLCOR, devel-

oped, owned and in stalled by the Technical University of
Munich's Gear Research Institute (FZO). Basic principle are
summarized in Reference 8.
Application of Test Results in AdditIon to ISOfDIN Standard

The demonstrated theoretical inve tigations are in good
agreement with some test results run at the FZO for evaluation
of the influence of case depth on load capacity. According 10

Reference S. an "optimum" ca e depth guarantees maximum
load capacity of tooth flank: according 10 DIN 3990, Smaller val-
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ues of case depth lead to a decrease in pitting resistance. For the
tooth flank. optimum case depth was found asa function of rela-
tive radii.of curvature. Test results are mainly based on investiga-
tions wi!:hsmall gears. Some few test results with larger gear

0.7 ,..-------.......,.--r------------,
-- Eht= 1I.2mm m = 8 rnm, z,/12 '" 24{25

Po ;;; 1.654 N/mm1
bo;;; 0:55 mm
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Figurel 9-IHaniness curve antllprofil'e ,ofT.tf_. for;8 ,given case de,pth
,of 1.2 mm.
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(a = 200 mm) according to Reference 3 confirm these results.
For 'the tooth rOOI endurance trength, there was also an opn-

mum ca e depth establi bed. which depends on the module of
the gear. Inve ligations show that smaller or greater values than
the optimum case depth decrease the tooth root endurance
strength.

The German guideline (Ref. 2), which is based on long prac-
tical experience, recommends <II case depth of 0,]5 • normal
module, defined. as the depth below surface at which the Vickers
hardnes has dropped to 550 NV, applicable for standard gear
sizes. U ing this method, the actual load on the gear has not
beengiven pedal consideration. It is obvious and was demon-
strated by theoretical inve tigarions thalligMy loaded gears tol-
erate less case depth than recommended by thi rule.

Illfluem:e of eas« ,depth on contact load ,capacil}'. III tan-

dardized rating according to ISOIDI , the allowable sire
numbers aNUm and 0Plim are valid for a defined optimum case
depth. Therefore, an addition to the standard, which is based on
the reported test results. is planned to takethe influence of vari-

able case depth on load capacity into consideration. For evalua-
tion of the influence of case depth Olll the penni ible endurance
contact stre s, an influence factor ZEhI (Eq, 1) is defined;

where: a/I

SH
is the actual contact stress number, N/mm2,
is the required safety factor,

O[.l1iJtl is the allowable sires number
(for optimum case depth), N/nun2,

Z: are influence factors according to DIN 3990
(Ref ..2).

Within the range Ellt"isl ~ EhtHopl: ZEItt;::: 1.0,
WithJn the range EhlHisl -c EhtHopr: ZEltI according to Figure
110or Equation 2:

where:
Ehtm" is the actual effective case depth

(mea ured at the reference circle),

EhtHnpr is the calculated optimum effective
case depth at the reference circle
according to Reference 2.

ZEJII is applicable in a range of 0.7 s ZEhl S 1.0.

For example:
EluHoPI = 2.0 mm, EhtHLff = 1.2mm
-t ZEilr = 0.856.
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_------------HEATTREATIINiG IFOCUS,II. _

GNUi'll Z 7 Z'·7 ZON = 0110 ., KJlK,KH,i<lIfJ S 'OHI' = --..--- • -"fL.LfII"X I
.;)11'",;" -

! -=--------
! Om = ZHZiZSZ;Z11 ., dF1b' 11+ I = ZuZ"ZOZ7-Il • .!;~ u+]i u \ b ;::Im" u
! '" ~ Z Z Z·77 '. F, cosfllJ+ I_ 0111;", '. z_ ,VZ,.Zklxl.,i =;> ''''NO - H E! 1l'-l"'1J ~ . -- - --I \• '.m" 0 /I. K'K,Ku,.K~5)

! 2on~
• wh re EhlF/:i/ is ihe actual (measured) effective case depth j of = 0FO '. KJlK,Kf·cftf·fJ s a,.p = • YXY,),oITYRft'/T

at the root fillet nonnal io the 30" tangent, 1"",. F, Y _ 20F/r~F-"'I" YxY &rUYR",1T
EhlFop, is the calculated optimum effective case =>OFO= -b--,- • fSYcYfI:: --- ° -----='-...!::.!.!!......!!!!~-

'i" S,.. K"K.Kf·"Kflldepth at the root f llet aormal 10 the 300

I ~;;:= function of " (" - numbe of pinion teeth):
For practical application. it can be assumed that .

Eluflft ....0.75· EhtHuf" I
The influence of case depth on the tooth root endurance limit!

I
i also shown in Figure 11. The propesed influence factors can i
be used in two. y,'ay : either for calculation of require~ case I
depth as a function of geometry and load or for calculation of !
the !>::uety factors (load capacity of the gear) for a given case \
depth not ,eq,ua'ilo optimum case depth. I

Veli'incatioo, of Different Approacbe for !
Determioin ,Case Depth i

A gear' tooth flank and tooth root cannot be loaded inde- I
pendently from each other, Thus. all, adequate case depth has to i
consider the ba icprinciples of rolling/sliding contact for tooth i
flank as well as of a bending beam for tooth root. i

In the following. it is demon trated that the simple empirical i
method, cae depth proportional to module, recommended by I
the German guideline. takes the different conditions of tooth I
flank nd tooth rootjruo good consideranon for a wide range of i
standard gear . Furlhermore, ihe results are in good agreement i
with other methods. i

Calculation oj case ,depth according to AGMA 'talJdtu;d. !
The AGMA standard .~or gear rating (Ref. n recommends a I
minirnurn case depth Eh'min based on the depth of maximum i

uation of the influence of case depth on the tooth root endurance !
trengthan influence factor Y£hI ,tEq. 3) i defined: !

YfJu = Uf· S,I(UFIi"," YST- YliwlT" YRwlTo' Yx) (3.) I

Ii,where: 0F i the actual bending stress number, N/mm2,

SF is the required safety factor. i
0F/llrI is !he allowable stre s number (for optimum i

case depth), ,fmm2• [

Y.. are influence factors, according 10 D]N 3990 t
I

(Ref.. 2). i

YEIlI can be calculated:
• within the range EhIF151 = 0.025 ...0.1 0' m,,:

(0.4- E~flll)
Y - - 0 5 (Ehlf1S1) •Eh! - I, +. In"

YEhl = 1.0

• witbin the range EhlFur= 0.2...0.35· m,,:

Y . "" 1 - 0 8. ( EIz'f1<1 - 0 ,).
£!hI • f71~ .-

tangent according to Figure I L

hear from contact loading I(Eq. 4).

(4)

Ehlnrm depends on the actual load on the tooth flank and 'the

geometry of the gear. UH is at hardening proces factor ( H =
constant == 66,000 N/mm2 for grade MQ and ME curburized .Hld
hardened). Transforming the given formula, Ehtm;fJ is propor-

tional to the depth below urface sf'1I where maximum shear

stress THmGl.t occurs, with respect to relative radii of curvature and
applied load.

Using the fundarnemal mung forrnulas of DI ,3990 (Eqs. 5<

aund 6) (Ref. 2). some transformations lead to Equation 7.

(6)

Applicatlon of Equation 4 and 7 re ults in Equation 8, in

which £11I",~,,:i pr-oportional 10 various influence factors. to the
actual safety factor. and to the gear module:

Ehr . :: _2_ o. (Zf/Z,,-Z;Z,z/1)2
mm I H (Z\vZLZ~XZ,,)

KA,K,KHfIKHa. sina...,
K",K,Kf.r/<F13 cosfJl>

cosal
COSa,."

__ U:..:ft",,;,,::...,_ •. _S_fl_ • III
0Hlim SF· II

8)

The given equations are based on rnathematlcatly exact trans-
formations and therefore can be used for all types of involute
spur and helical gears.

Assuming some simplifications and reasonable values for the

influencing factors, applicable for standard gear sizes and lap-
dard gear application. Equation 8 can be written a :
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Comparison of the differ:ent ,approaches Jor ,determining
case depth. From Equation 9. ii, is obvious that for standard gear
izes, the different methods for calculating ca 'e depth according

to DIN 3990 (EhlHopI = 0.15 • mIl) and AGMA lead to very close
re ult . if optimum load capacity is required (safety factors near
I).

For lightly loaded gears, Equation 9 tolerates less case depth

(SF - VSu•SF> SI1 > I!). .
According to the German guideline (Ref. 2). the actual load

has not been given special consideration, 0 optimum case depth

for optimum load capacity is always obtained. Introduction of

the defined influencing factors ZEht and Y£hJ into the DlN stan-
dard takes actual stress conditions into consideration. This
means that, for lightly loaded gears, the required case depth can

be reduced compared to the recommended optimum ca e depth.
Thus, for a wide range of standard gears. the two methods are

applicable. especially if tile actual afety factor SH and SF (actu-
alload) are used for celeulation. Especially for large gears, the
maximum allowable tress numbers are onen not used due to
afety aspects.

Note that for orne special gears, calculated value 'Of case
depth will differ because El!tWlill depends on the gear geometry in

question and on the real contact stress number an. For critical
gearing. detailed studies should be made according [0 the section

"The Loaded Tooth Aank-Some Basic Principles of Contact
Stresses."

Conelu ion
The allowable stress numbers in standardized rating of gears

are valid for normal (optimum) case depth. It is known that cspe-

cially small case depth values can reduce contact and bending

load capacity. In theoretical lnve ligation. it was shown that the
loading of tooth flank by Hertzian pressure and tribological
parameters induce a stre s field in the material, which i vari-
able over depth and can be calculated according to the rule of
contact mechanics,

Application of different equivalent 'hear uess criteria hows
that residual stresses can mollify Ihe stress state significantly. It
was demonstrated that variation of case depth influences Lite
sue gradient as well as the trenglh gradient over depth. By
analyzing the local stress/strength ratio over the tooth profile
and depth, a local safety factor can be defined. The depth below

surface where the maximum stress/strength ratio occurs depends
on the relation of the stress and the strength profile. Adequate
case depth leads to a peak value of the stre .. /strength ratio at or
just near the surface. Smaller values of case depth can lead to a

relocation of the maximum value of stress/strength ratio at a
greater dis lance below the urface, Thai relocation may lead to

gear damage thaI initiates below .urface. Lower gear loading
can re lilt in lower required case depth.

An addition to the WSOIDLN standard is proposed in which ~
the influence of different case depths on load capacity can be :

(9) taken into consideration.

It was hown that the simple empirical method-case depth
proportional to module-recommended by the German guide-
line (Ref. 2), take the different conditions of tooth flank and
tooth roo! inlogood con ideration for a wide range of standard

gear. Using the proposed influence factors ZEhl and YEhl, the

results for calculated case depth according to the empirical
method are in good agreement with other methods (Ref. U for

calculation of required case depth with consideration of actual

load. 0
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